
Spessartite Garnet
1.95ct

6.8 x 6.1mm

Spessartite Garnet
6.22ct

13.9 x 7.0mm

Spessartite Garnet
4.91ct

10.0mm
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It seems by what we are hearing from our customers and 
by the gems we are selling that sales in coloured gems are 
increasing. With the wonderful array of shapes and colours 

we are not surprised.

Peridot
Peridot is the birthstone for August… do you have any in stock? An eye 
catching bright green in light to mid tones, we have a stunning collection of 
larger fine quality Peridot and most of the smaller calibrated sizes.

Orange & Brown Gems
Sapphire
Is scarce in wonderful orange hues from paler apricots to rich vibrant tones. 
It is a popular colour for both men and women. Mined mostly in Sri Lanka, 
Madagascar and Tanzania. We are fortunate to have gems of this colour in 
stock and we are very careful to ensure they are not beryllium treated.

Spessartite Garnet
Is bright light orange to a deep burnt orange and is commonly known as 
Mandarin Garnet. We stock larger gems as available up to approx 8ct. and 
smaller gems in various shapes and sizes even 2.2mm round as we find them.

Chrysoberyl
Has a hardness of 8.5, it is a bright durable gem. It is available in shades 
of golden, yellow and greenish 
browns. We have in stock various 
shapes from 1ct to approx 15ct. The 
Cat’s Eye variety is rare and most 
highly prized in Asian markets.

Hessonite Garnet
Is typically orange to rich brown in tone. The supply is 
erratic and we have a limited stock of small sizes, but 
sometimes find a gem that is “WOW”.

Malaia Garnet
Has a magnificent colour palate from pinkish orange to reddish brown. 
Rarely seen in larger sizes we have various shapes and colours from 1 to 3.5ct.

Zircon
A very bright gem due to its high RI 
and strong dispersion. It is available 
in a wide range of colours from light 
champagne to rich burnt reds and 
oranges. It’s brilliance makes it a great 
alternative to coloured diamonds.

Citrine 
Citrine is the yellow variety of quartz, 
it occasionally occurs in bright to 
burnt orange colours.

Beryllium treatment
Beryllium treatment produces Sapphires in orange, yellow and red tones and 
the rare Padparadscha colour. The treatment involves the introduction of a 
small amount of the element beryllium into the sapphire crystal lattice under 
high temperature to alter the colour. The treatment must always be disclosed 
and should not be confused with the accepted traditional heat treatment.

Many unhappy shoppers have purchased gems overseas and have them 
valued later only to find out they are beryllium treated. We only stock 
beryllium treated gems in smaller sizes usually round and square when 
naturals are unavailable and will always disclose the treatment.

Orange Sapphire
3.05ct

8.9 x 6.8mm

Orange Sapphire
1.34ct

7.1 x 5.5mm

Orange Sapphire
3.00ct

9.1 x 7.9mm

Fancy
1.00ct

5.8 x 4.7mm

Chrysoberyl
2.51ct

8.5 x 6.9mm

Cat’s Eye Chrysoberyl
3.17ct

9.6 x 8.3mm

Malaia Garnet
1.75ct

10.7 x 5.9mm

Hessonite Garnet
10.46ct

14.5 x 12.6mm

Malaia Garnet
2.32ct

9.4 x 6.9mm

Malaia Garnet
1.80ct

7.5 x 7.3mm

Zircon
6.45ct

10.4 x 8.2mm

Citrine
5.78ct

11.0 x 13.0mm

Beryllium Treated 
Sapphire

Zircon
9.99ct

13.6 x 8.3mm

Citrine
7.32ct

16.0 x 11.0mm

Peridot
4.97ct

12.0 x 10.0mm

Peridot
15.85ct

18.0 x 13.7mm

Peridot
8.52ct

15.3 x 10.0mm

Peridot
3.94ct
10.0mm


